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Ocean Waves, Inc. 

a privately owned company 

in Atlantic Beach, Florida

For over 3 decades, 

Ocean Waves Sunglasses 

has been known for 

high-definition, laminated, 

and polarized lenses, 

which have helped the 

company create a loyal 

customer base of top athletes, 

including professional 

golfer Jack Nicklaus.

POLARIZED 
PERFECTION!
Our history of quality, performance, and
dedication to client satisfaction allows 
us to provide one of the strongest limited
lifetime warranties on the market.

We produce a wide range of mirrored, 
and non-mirrored colors and styles in our 
polycarbonate and glass lenses, specifically 
designed to reduce glare through our unique
polarization process, so that your eyes will 
stay rested and alert all day long.  

O C E A N  W A v E s  L E N s E s

» 100% POLARIZED! 

» 100% UV-A and UV-B protection up 
to 420 NM Anti-Reflective coating 
inside the lens to reduce bounce-back

» Mirrors encased between 2 layers 
of glass 

HANDCRAFTED   |   100% UVA & UVB 
2-Year Warranty Against Manufacturer Defects

Craftsmanship,
Technology,
& Passion.
Our lenses are produced from 
the highest quality Crown Glass,
and have zerO distortion for
clearer vision.



» PLATINuM sILvER - sLv6/sLv8
Grey Base lens with a 
Silver mirror is best for
everyday uses such 
as driving, gardening/
landscaping, even 
intracoastal/offshore fishing.
They are the most accurate to color lens that 
we offer.

» OFFshORE BLuE - OsB6/OsB8
Grey Base lens with a blue
mirror and is the most
natural to the eye and
relaxing to the every-
day user. ideal for 
offshore and everyday use
for those who are in the sun the most. The grey
base makes it better than the green for those who
are more light sensitive.

» 24K GOLD - GLD6/GLD8
Grey Base lens with a
24K Gold mirror is 
a darker lens for 
those who fish farther
offshore as in 30+ miles 
as well as those who are light sensitive. it is the
darkest lens that we currently offer but is not 
necessarily ideal for everyday wearing. everyday
users may find this lens too dark in any kind of 
overcast weather or cloudy weather.

» BACKWATER GREEN - BWG6/BWG8
Amber base lens with 
at Green mirror best
used for inshore 
fishing in lakes, rivers,
and the intracoastal
waterways. The amber
base of the lens gives everything a brighter 
and rosier tint than our grey base lens. it’s worn 
by all of our professional inshore fisherman as 
their lens of choice for tournaments and 
professional events.

» LuMINATOR ROyAL PuRPLE - LuM6/LuM8
Yellow Base lens with a 
Purple mirror. This is an
enhancing lens ideal
for all kinds of low light
scenarios from early
morning to dusk. ideal for
inshore fishing, site fishing, golfing, and shooting.
This lens is the brightest mirrored lens that we have
and provides a high contrast experience to the user.
it is currently one of the most popular lenses we offer.

» NON-MIRRORED GREy - GRy6/GRy8
Grey lens with no mirror. 
it has a higher light
transmission than our
mirrored grey lens.
ideal for those who are
casual wearers and every-
day use as well as inshore and offshore because
they are polarized. Provides a nice casual look. 
if you do not like the mirrors our non-mirrored 
lens provides a solution to this problem.

» NON-MIRRORED AMBER - AMB6/AMB8 
Amber lens with no mirror.
it has a higher light
transmission than the
Backwater Green.
ideal for inshore fishing,
offshore fishing, and every-
day casual wear as they are still polarized. For those
who do not like the mirrored look of the Backwater
Green the amber lens provides a more casual look
to those who do not like the mirrored look. 

* If code denoted with 6 it means it is a standard fit for average/large size heads.
If denoted with 8 it is a special fit for those with smaller/narrower heads.
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Order Your
OceanWavesTM

Ocean WavesTM glasses are backed by
our craftsmanship, technology and 

passion for our customers clear vision.

OUR GLASS LENSES HAVE 7 DIFFERENT LAYERS,
EACH WITH A SPEC IF IC  PURPOSE:

Crown Glass (1st & 6th Layer) Our lenses 
are made from the highest quality Crown Glass
(same glass used in binoculars and cameras). 
Our glass lenses have zero distortion for clearer 
vision and the toughest materials to scratch.

Mirror Between the Glass Technology
(2nd Layer) Our mirrors are encased between
two glass lenses making the mirrors impossible 
to scratch, additionally they are vacuum sealed 
with 12 separate coatings to produce the utmost
consistency with a distortion-free visual clarity.

Polarization Film (3rd Layer) The highest 
quality polarization and 100% uV-A & uV-B 
protection in the market, blocking all uV light 
up to 400Nm (nanometers).

Bonding (4th & 5th Layer) We use a vacuum
sealing process with the strongest adhesives for
crystal clear bonding effect and a chemical bonding
process for all of its scatch resistant coatings.

Anti-Reflective Coating (7th Layer)
Our anti-reflective (Ar) coating is state-of-the-art.
Seven coatings of magnesium hexafluoride are
thermally applied via our unique vacuuming
process to the inside of the lens to ensure absolute
consistency and resilience. The Ar coatings 
absorb "bounce back" of glare and uV light.


